What our customers are saying:

“Lifeline saved my life”
Gerry

“Anybody who lives alone and is elderly would benefit from Philips Lifeline”
Patricia

“Now that I have Philips Lifeline, my daughter loves it as much as I do”
Karen

Call today 1-800-242-1557 or visit us at philipslifeline.com

On the go or at home
Philips Lifeline founded the medical alert industry more than 40 years ago. Over 7 million people have counted on Philips Lifeline to feel safe at home and on the go. Stay independent and connected with Philips Lifeline.

Why choose Philips Lifeline

- Philips Lifeline is the #1 medical alert service in the U.S.¹
- We provide access to help for more seniors than any other medical alert service.
- We operate Response Centers in both the U.S. and Canada.
- More than 200,000 healthcare professionals nationwide recommend Philips Lifeline.

Maintain your lifestyle with a Philips Lifeline medical alert service

Our goal is to help older adults live independently and with confidence. We're the original and the largest medical alert service provider. Look inside for solutions that fit your needs.
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Button signal range may vary due to environmental factors. Other fees and taxes may apply. Subject to change without notice. Minimum stay on service may be required.

1. No. 1 claim is based on number of subscribers.
2. Coverage inside and outside the home provided where AT&T wireless network coverage is available. Recharging of the GoSafe pendant is done by the subscriber as needed, when connected to the charger.
3. AutoAlert does not detect 100% of falls. If able, users should always push their personal alert button when they need help.
4. For cellular service options, a customer phone number is required to enroll. Assumes the location of the communicator is in an area with sufficient access to coverage by the AT&T wireless network.
The Philips Lifeline GoSafe mobile solutions put medical independence on par with medical safety. Perfect if you like to get out and about.

**GoSafe 2**
- Designed to find you wherever and whenever you need help and connect you with a Trained Response Associate
- The two-way voice communication allows you to speak to the Response Center when help is needed
- It uses advanced locating technologies including GPS and WiFi to find you in an emergency
- With the AutoAlert fall detection feature that automatically detects a fall and promptly calls for help even if you cannot

**GoSafe**
All of the advantages of the GoSafe 2 mobile system, with an added layer of connectivity in your home through the home communicator, as well as the ability to add multiple users to your service.

The Philips Lifeline HomeSafe solutions help you maintain your independence in and around your home.

**HomeSafe**
Push your waterproof personal alert button anytime you need help. It gives you fast access to a Trained Response Associate.

**HomeSafe can be worn as a pendant or a wristband**

**HomeSafe with AutoAlert**
Time matters in getting the help you need quickly if a fall is detected.

All of the advantages of HomeSafe, with the added feature of AutoAlert fall detection: automatically detects a fall and promptly calls for help even if you cannot.

1. **Summon help**
   You’re always connected to our 24/7 Response Centers. With a push of your personal alert button tucked discreetly inside your clothes or worn outside, you can get help when you need it. And if you have AutoAlert fall detection and can’t push your button, your pendant will automatically provide access to help if it detects a fall.

2. **Hear a reassuring voice**
   One of our caring Trained Response Associates will quickly access your profile and evaluate your situation.

3. **Know help is on the way**
   Philips Lifeline will contact a neighbor, a loved one, a caregiver or emergency services (based on your preference), and will follow up to confirm that you received the help you needed.

The Philips Lifeline difference
- No long-term contract
- No service cancellation fee
- No landline phone needed
- You choose who responds to your call

Call today
**1-800-242-1557**
or visit us at
philipslifeline.com

Ask us about the Philips medication dispensing service